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AssrRecr
Platinum-group element (PGE) distibutions, contents, and ratios have treen determined in chromitite
and chromite-rich rocks from two stratigraphic sections, 250 km apart, tlrough the basal ulFamafic
member of the Samail (Oman) ophiolite. Chromitite occurs, either as pods and lenses in dunite hosts
within foliated harzburgite and subordinate lherzolite of mantle origin, or as discontinuous layers at
the base of the overlying cumulus sequence. Both
sections show similar abundances of the PGEs,
whose average contents in chromite-rich rocks for
both sections are, in parts per billion: Pd 8, Pt 14,
Rh 6, Ir 48 and Ru 135. The PGE datan combined
with major-element and petrographic data on tle
chromitite, suggest the following tentative conclusions: (1) The middle part of each section contains
the highest amount of total PGEs, and has relatively
larger contents of Ir and Ru. (2) PGE concentrations and ratios in either section do not correlate
with coexisting silicate and chromite abundances and
chromite compositions; these differences suggest that
the PGEs occur in discrete sulfide or alloy phases
rather than in the crystal structure of major oxides
and silicates. (3) The Pd/PGE ratio, on average'
increases upward in each section. (4) The Samail
PGE concentrations, particularly Rh, Pt and Pd, are
lower than the average values for chromite-rich
rocks in stratiform intrusions; these low concentrations suggest that chromite-rich rocks from the
oceanic upper mantle are depleted in PGE with
respect to chondrites.
Keywords: Samail ophiolite, platinum-group elements, chromitite, platinum, palladium, rhodium,
iridium, nrthenium, Oman.

On a d6termin6 la distribution, le contenu et les
rapports d'6l6ments du groupe du platine (PGE) dans
h-Chromitite et les roches i chromite abondante le
long de deux coupes, s6par6esde 250 km, dans le
membre inf6rieur ultramafique de fophiolite de
Samail (Oman). La chromitite forme soit des poches
et des lentilles dans des niveaux de dunite au sein
d'une harzburgite et d'une lherzolite subordonn6e,
rochds feuillet6es d'origine mantelligue, soit des
couches discontinues i la base d'une sEquence cumulus qui les recouvre. Dans les deux cas, les
teneurs en PGE sont semblables: en moyenne, les
roches riches en chromite contiennent (en milliardiimes): 8 Pd, 14 Pt, 6 Rh, 48 k et 135 Ru. Ces
donn6es, w la composition (6l6ments majeurs) et
p6trographie de la chromitite, permettent les- conilusions suivantes: (l) Ia partie centrale de chaque
section contient les teneurs globales les plus 6lev€es
des PGE, ainsi que des teneurs relatives plus gran'
des en Ir et Ru. (2) ks concentrations et les rapports des PGE dans chacune des sections ne mon'
irent de corr6lation ni avec la distribution des sili'
cates ou de la chromite, ni avec la composition de
celle-ci. Ceci fait peoser que ces 6l6ments se trou'
vent r6partis plut6t dans des phases sulfur6es ou des
alliages m6tailiques que dans la structure des cristaux de silicates ou d'orydes. (3) Le rapport Pd/
PGE, en moyenne, augmente vers le haut dans chaque section. (4) Les concentrations des PGE, dans
l;ophiolite Samail, surtout celles de Rh, Pt et Pd'
sont ici inf6rieures aux valeurs moyenne$ pour les
roches i chromite des complexes intrusifs stratiformes. Ces concentrations anormalement basses font
supposer que le manteau supdrieur suboc€anique est
appauvri en PGE en comparaison des chondrites.
Cfraduit Par la R6daction)
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Mots-cl€s: ophiolite de Samail, 6l6mentsdu groupe
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dium, iridium, ruth6nium,0man.

the Bushveld, Stillwater and Fiskenaesset,show
that Pt and Pd are concentrated with re$pectto
Os, Ir, Rh and Ru. Similarly, a comparison of
the average PGE contents of mafic and ultramafic rocks suggests that Pt and Pd are prefINrnooucttoN
erentially concentrated in the melt, whereas Ir
is retained in the residuum during partial meltEstimates of platinum-group element (PGE)
ing in the mantle. Ultramafic rocks (peridoabundances and ratios in the mantle (Naldrett
tites) that represent both the depleted residuum
& Cabri 1976, Crocket L979, Naldrett & Duke of partial melting and the products of cumulus
1980) have been based on a limited number crystallization from mantle melts have been reof analyses of presumed mantle-tyTre rocks, cognized in ophiolites (Greenbaum t972, Glenincluding ophiolite sequences (l-oney et aI. nie et al. 1974, Coleman 1979), including the
1971.,Crocket & Chyi 1972, Crocket & Teruta Samail (Hopson et sl, 1979, Boudier & Coleman
1977, Page 1969, Page et aL L979, 1980, Con- 1981). Chromitite generally contains higher
stantinides et al. l98O) and ultramafic noduleg PGE concentrations than the enclosing rocks
from kimberlites and basalts (Paul et al. 1977, (Page 1969, Page et al, 1975, 1979, 198O);
Jagoutz et al. L979, Morgan & Wandless L979). it is found within both types of peridotite iu
The paucity of data greatly affests modern dis- the Samail ophiolite. These include layered
cussions on modeling the derivation from the lensoidal chromitite from the base of the cumantle of those magmas that produced economic mulus suite of the ophiolite (Pallister & Hopson
concentrations of PGE in stratiform ultramafic
l98l) and podiform chromitite from the undercomplexes, the nickel deposits associated with lying peridotite tectonite of the mantle suite.
komatiitic and tholeiitic rocks in greenstone Thayer (1969, 1980) has presented arguments
belts, and Sudbury'type Ni and Cu deposits. that cumulus processesmay also have been the
Studies of the PGEs in large stratiform com- major processin the origin of podiform chromiplexes dominated by cumulus processes,sush as tite and the enclosing ultramafic rocks, no
matter where they occur in the ophiolite sequence. Brown (1980,1981) has presented
textural and geochemical data in support of the
argument that shromitite and dunite bodies in
the Samail ophiolite were formed by cumulative
processes, even though they differ in many
respects from cumulates in stratiform intrusions.
The harzburgite host rocks of the chromitite
and dunite, on the other hand, bear characteristics thought to indicate a residue of partial
melting. A study of the PGE distribution and
ratios in ophiolites might be able to distinguish
rocks formed by cumulus processe$ from residual rocks left over from the process of partial
melting. The PGE data from the Samail ophiolite definitely bear on this problem.

Frc. 1. Location map showing the Ibra and RajmiRayy areas; modified from Glennie et al. (1974).

The Samail ophiolite has been studied extensively in two transects separated by about
250 km (Fig. l), one near Ibra in the south
(Fig. 2A), the other in the Wadi Rajmi and
Wadi Rayy to Wadi Jizi in the northern
Oman Mountains (Fig. 2B). Two suites of
chromite-bearing rocks from the two areas,
totaling 3O samples, were collected from the
basal ultramafic member (predominantly harzburgite and dunite tectonite) and from near
and below the base of the cumulus members.
The samples from both areas are refered to
the mapped horizon at the baseof the cumulates.
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Frc. 2. Locations of chromite samples and their relation to geological units. A. (left) Map of lbra,
modified after Hopson et al. (pnrs. comm. 1981).
B. (right) Map of Ramjii-Rayy areao modified
from Smewing (1980).
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This horizon represents the division between
ultramafic upper-mantle rocks and the cumulate
gabbroic and basaltic cru$tal components of the
ophiolite. It is termed the "petrologic Moho."
Locations of samples selected from the Ibra
area are shown in Figure 2A. These samples
contain significant amounts of partly to com-
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TABIA I.
PALLADIUM, PLATINUM, RI{ODIIJM, IRIDIUM, AND ROTHENIUMANAI,YSES AND SELECTED.SEMIQUANTITATIVE
SPECTR@RAPIIIC ANALYSES OF CIIROMITITES FROM TIiE SAMAIT OPHIOLITE, CrlCr+A1 AND !4glMg+Fe2+ RATiOs AND Tio,
COMTE}aS OF CIIROMITE AND DISTANCE BELOWTHE BASE OF TIiE CUMULATES
Pt

Sample

(parte

nunber

Rh

Co

per btLLlon)

T1O2

Nl

(parts

per nlLLlon)
Ibra

P-508-l
P-581
c-201
o-201x
8-2178

5
<4
<4
<4
6

L2 t4
<r0 L 6
<r0 1 3
<10 <5

c-257-L
c-257-2
P-591
P-600-l
P-675-3

<4
<4
13
<4
<4

<r0
<r0
2l
<r0
<r0

GE-chr
NAKAL

3804
4IL4
4t25
4142
41 0 3

o

L2
<5
tr
<5
<5

?o

<r00
5 0 <100
r.50
tr
100
JU
<r00
170
<r00
<100
<100
<100

1 5 0 30
1560 7
150 t 0
150
150 7 0
200
r50
r50
150
100

70
50
50

10 < r 0 < s
4 <10 ll

<30 <100 200
<30 <100 1 5 0

t5
7

<4

< 3 6 <120
160 180
67
170
< 3 0 <100
53
fr

5Z

30
<30
<30
<30

RaJnl-Rayy area,

4110
41 5 6
3722
?o40
oo24

5630
6641
3718
3646
3919
3994
3 9 3I
3732

5
tr
tr
o

t8
15
22
14
<10

l0
9
tr
<5
rr

l0 tr
29 Et

4
tr
<4
<4
tr

lr
1l

tr
tr

Wadi. Flzh,

I,500
1,500
1,500
700
1,500

I,500
1,000
I,500
700
1,000

200
200
120 1 5 0
400
<30
r00
?o
<100 1 5 0

3
5
3
5
30

U.)JJ

0 . 4 7r
u-4)t

Farfar

1,500
1,500
700
I,500
1,000

< 3 0 <100 1 5 0 1 5
?\
<r00 2 0 0
3
< 3 0 <100 r 5 0 1 5 0

tr

r,s00 1,000
r,000 I,000

t , 500
r,000
1,500
1,500
r,500

13 tr
lr

0.530
0.538
0.574
0.517

200 200
200 15
150
7
3 l <100 3 0 0
7
< 1 3 0 <450 2 0 0 i . 5
tr

< 5 9 <200
< 9 4 <350

fr

I,000 1,500
1,500 1,000
I,500
700
r,000
700
1,000
700

I,000
I,000
I,000
1,000
I,000

13 tr
20 xr
13644
22 <5

ir

0 . 59 9
0.505
o.632
0.597
0.530

I,500
1,000
r,500
r,500
I,500

6 5 <200
51

l,tglMg+Fe

(welght

percent)

Dlstance
(kn)

area

1,000
700
1,500 r,000
t, s00
700
1,000 I ,000
1,500 1,500

5
7
10
70
70

?r

<4
4

200
200
200
200
200

crlc*AL

1,000
700
700
700
1,500 1,000

and llayl

0 . 73 6
0.736
0 . 73 0

0.38
0.43
0 . 5I
0.40

6.2

0.656
0.600
0 . 7L 9

0.68

0.677

0.39

0
0
0
0
0

0 . 68 8
0.691

0.45
0.45

0
0

u.ooz

0.51

areas

0 . 6 55
0.656
0.654
0.64r
0.639

0.596
0.644

0.597
0.631

o.662
0.534
u . 58 6
o.524

?o

0.600

0.623
0.672
0 . 57 5
0.656

o:utu

10

o
auu'
o.669
0.634
0.670
0.648

A

ta

0 .l 7
0.20
0 .1 9

5.0

n

I

3.8

0 .l 7
0.26
o,ot

3.7

tt

2.6

0.8
0.8
0 .l 9
0 . 09
o.25
0.14

0.8
0.8
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.05
unknom

Fire assay-enlsslon
spectrographlc
analyses of Pd, Pt, Rh, Ir, Ru anaLyzed by J. Itaffty and A. W. Haubert;
slx€tep
semlquntltatlve
analyses for Co, Cu, Nl, and V by L. A. Bradleyl chronlte
analyses by lrl. A. Brown
and J. S. PaLll€terl
tr = trace; - = no data.

pletely serpentinized olivine, altered pyroxene
and altered plagioclase. They range from 40
to 95 volume Vo chromite, and most have
cumulus textures. Dots in Figure 2B show the
approximate locations of samples of the RajmiRayy and Wadi Jizi chromitites. These samples
consist of 90 to 95 volume 7o chromite. Both
sets of samples represent lenses of chromite in
dunite pods in harzburgite or layers of chromite
in dunite at or near the base of the cumulates.

areas, is given in Table 1. The analyses for
platinum, palladium and rhodium were performed by the method of Haffty & Riley (1968),
and those for iridium and ruthenium bv the
method of Haffty et at. (1979). Both m"ihods
involve a fire-assay preconcentration step described by Haffty et al. (1977). Sample size
and the methods used define the detection limits
for individual elements; these limits, under the
best conditions, are less than 4, 10, 5,30 and
lO0 parts per billion (ppb) for Pd, Pt, Rh, Ir
and Ru, respectively. Smaller-sized samples
ANeryrrcer, Mr,rHoos AND REsuLTs
result in higher reported limits of detection.
Analytical information, including PGE con- Sample with "less than" values in Table I
tents, results of selected semiquantitative spec- were not used in the numerical treatments. but
trographic analysesand of microprobe analyses are illustrated in the figures by arrows; samples
of the samples from Ibra and Rajmi-Rayy with a trace yalue (tr) were assignedvalues of
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2, 7,3,27 and 97 ppb for Pd, Pt, Rh, Ir and
Ru, respectively, and were used in the calculations. The TiO: contents, Crl(Cr*Al)x1OO, and
the Mg/(MgfFe'z*)x100 ratios of the chromites
are derived from microprobe results described
by Brown (1981) for the Rajmi-Rayy area and
by J.S. Pallister (unpubl. data, l98O) for the Ibra
transect. All the rock samples were analyzed
for 33 elements by a semiquantitative six-step
spectrographic method, and only the more
significant elements are shown in the table.
INtrnpnBtetloN AND ANer.ysts or Venrenows
oF THEPr,,lrrNurvr-Gnour Er,EMnNTs
In chromite-rich rocks from the Samail
ophiolite (Table l), palladium attains values of
7l ppb and averages g-+15 ppb (+ value is
one standard deviation) for the 19 detectable
concentrations; platinum attains a maximum of
29 ppb and averages 14-16 ppb for the 20
detectable concentrations, rhodium attains a
value of 16 ppb and averages6r-4 ppb for the
23 detectableconcentrations.iridium attains 160
ppb and averages48-f3l ppb for the 17 detectable concentrations, and ruthenium attains 180
ppb and averages 13.5-L36 ppb for the 8 detectable concentrations. If these averages are
compared to average values derived from
Morgan & Wandless (1979) for ultramafic
nodules, 4.5 ppb Pd and 4.2 ppb Ir based on
2O and 11 analyses,respectively,then the higber
Pd and Ir content of the chromite-rich rocks is
demonstrated. Figures 34, and 38 illustrate the
concentration levels of PGE in both the Ibra
and Rajmi-Rayy chromitites. The lowest concentration levels of PGE occur about 0.25 km
below the base of the cumulates in the RajmiRayy section (Fig. 3B); no samples from this
interval are available for the Ibra area. The
ratios of an individual PGE to the sum of the
five PGEs for the Ibra section suggestthat Pd
and Pt increase upward in section and Ir desreases, whereas in the Rajmi-Rayy area, Pd
tends to increase upward. Of course, these
trends are not statistically valid, given the
variation in the data.
At the 97.5Vo confidence level, the means
of the detectable concentrations of Pd, Pt, Rh,
Ir and Ru for the Ibra sectionsshow no significant difference from the means for the RajmiRayy section. Besause of this similarity, together with the similar patterns of distribution
with regard to stratigraphic position and the
overall similarity of the geology, petrology and
major-element chemistry, the data for both
sections were combined. These data are as-
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sumed to represent the overall generalized pattern of distribution with regard to stratigraphic
position for chromite-rich rocks in the ultramafic member of the Samail ophiolite. In Figure 4, the consentration data were combined
as averages; calculated ratios for each individual metal illustrate the generalized pattern
and the changes of the ratios with distance
below the base of the cumulates. This figure
demonsirates that the highest concentration ol
platinum-group elements (Pd+Pt+Rh+Ir+
Ru) occurs between 2 and 6 km from the b4se
of the cumulates and suggeststhat the platinumgroup elements ratios vary widely through the
section.
Using the Spearman rank-correlation technique and t tests of significance of the correlations, various properties of the samples were
tested for correlations with the PGE concentrations and ratios. These properties include 7a
in
spinel, Crl(Cr*Al)
and Mg/(MglFe2+)
chromite, TiO: content of chromite, and semiquantitative trace-element content of the rock
samples (specifically Co, Cu, Ni and V). The
Ibra and Rajmi-Rayy sections were tested
separately and then in combination to determine whether any correlations exist. Very few
correlations were found with a coefficient greater
than 0.5 and greater than a 957o confidence
level. Those significant correlations for the combined sections that have correlation coeffisients
between 0.5 and 0.75 are for (a) Mg/ (Mgr
Fe!+) in chromite with the Rh/PGE ratio, (b)
Crl(Cr*Al)
with Rh/PGE and IrlPGE ratios,
and (c) Ir with the concentration of TiOz in
chromite. The scatter diagrams also demonstrate that few correlations exist. and those
that have statistical significance may or may
not have any geological or geochemical significance. No correlations of the trace elements
with PGE concentrations or PGE ratios were
found. The net result of this analysis is that
coexisting silicate and chromite abundances,
chromite composition and chromitite trace-element concentrations show little correlation with
platinum-group element concentrations and
ratios. It follows that the majority of the
platinum-group elements probably occur as discrete platinum-group metal sulfide or alloy
phases,rather than in specific structural sites in
the oxides and silicates. In fact,. osmium- and
iridum-bearing laurite (Ru,Os,Ir)S, and iridiumand ruthenium-bearing erlichmanite (Os,Ir,Ru)
S, have recently been identified in chromitite
from the Kokkinorotsos chrome mine in the
Troodos ophiolite at Cyprus (Constantinides
et al. 1,98O),a discovery that suggeststhat such
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phases may be eventually identified in Oman.
The paucity of correlations also suggests that
the phasesinto which the PGEs partition react
independently to mantle processes from the
silicates and oxides. The exceptions to these
generalizations are that the Rh/PGE and Irl
PGE ratios may be related in some way to
chromite compositions; the relation is suggested
by a weak correlation. That is, Rh may be
present in the structure of the chromite (Grimaldi & Schnepfe 1969); such presencewould
account for the better correlation obtained.
Ross & Keays (1979) reported that in olivine
from komatiites of western Australia, Ir occurs
in concentrations of about 5.68 ppb and Pd in
concentrations below O.21 ppb; those data can
be interpreted to suggcst that in olivine of
mantle rocks. Ir occurs in lattice sites. That
interpretation is not supported here because of
the absenceof correlations in the more silicaterich chromitites from the Samail ophiolite.
Limited data suggest that the distributions,

concentrations and ratios of the platinum-group
elements in chromitites from the Samail ophiolite are similar to those in other ophiolites.
Becauseanalysesof Ir and Ru from other occurrences are sparse, Figure 5 compares only Pd,
Pt and Rh ratios. Analyses of ophiottes from
Turkey and Iran (Page et al. 1979), from
Pakistan (Page et al. t98O), the United States
(Page et al, 1975, Page 1969, Loney et al.
1971, Keith & Foster 1973, Clark & Greenwood
1972\ and from the Urals (Fominykh & Khvostova l97O) are included as average ratios in
Figure 5. Examination of the distribution patterns of the Ibra and Rajmi-Rayy ratios shown
in Figure 5 and comparison of these with average ratios from other ophiolites show no discernable differences or similarities.
Another way of examining the data from
Oman is to normalize the data with respect
to chondrite averages and to plot the data on
diagrams similar to those used for the rareearth elements. This method has been used
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Ftc..S. Palladium, platinum and rhodium ratios of the chromitite from the Samail
ophiolite compared
with average data from other ophiolites.

by Naldrett et al. (1979) for nickel sulfide
deposits of the Sudbury district and those associated with komatiites. Chondrite concentrations used in normalizing (in ppb) are: pd
1.,200,Pt 1,500, Rh 200, Ru 1,000 and Ir 500;
these are the average values given by McBride
(1972). In Figure 6, the results for each are
split into two groups: chromitite at or near
the base of the cumulates (for Ibra, all samples
between0 and 1.2 km, for the Rajmi-Rayy, all
samplesbetweenO and 1.5 km) and chromitite
from deeper in the section. The lines or boundaries for each grouping represent samples with
maximum and minimum contents:all other samplesfall betweentheseboundaries.In both areas.
from both near the base of the cumulates and
deeper in the harzburgite section, chromitite is

more depleted with rcspect to chondrite in Rh,
Pt and Pd than in Ru and Ir, in comparison,
with respect to chondrite. The diagrams also demonstrate that the chromitite at or near the
base of the cumulates tends to be more depleted
with respect to chondrite than are the chromitites from deeper in the section.
The pattern of chondrite-normalized pGE
contents in chromite of the Samail ophiolite
differs strikingly from that in stratiform ultramafic complexes derived from the differentiation of basaltic and komatiitic magmas (Fig.
7). The values for the Stillwater complex represent averagesof the Ir, Ru, pt, pd and Rh
chondrite-normalized ratios calculated from the
concentration data for chromitite, ultramafic
and mafic rocks given by Page et al. (1976,
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Table l, p. 1355). These values are strongly
weighted by compositions of chromitite sam0.001
ples from the ultramafic zone. Concentration
Pd
lr
Ru
Pt
Os
Rh
data (Naldrett & Cabri 1976, Table 5D) were
used to calculate chondrite-normalized PGE lesser slopes than those shown in Figure 7.
contents for the Merensky Reef of the Bushveld However, chondrite-normalized PGE data from
complex and for the Sudbury deposits, whereas the Samail ophiolite have a negative slope, which
PGE proportions from Smirnov (1977) were emphasizesthe relative enrichment in Ir and
combined with the data of Naldrett & Cabri Ru relative to Pt and Pd for the ophiolite.
(1976, Table 5D) to arrive at a pattern rep- These features suggest that either the PGEs in
resenting deposits of the Norils'k (U.S.S.R.) the ultramafic section of the ophiolite do not
type. The Norils'k, Sudbury and Merensky Reef show or retain evidence for such cumulus proPGE contents resemble those of materials more cessesas those observed in the Stillwater comsulfide-enriched than rocks of the'Stillwater plex or, possibly, the magma from which the
complex and the Samail ophiolite. All the aver- Samail chromitite originated was derived from
a mantle previously depleted in Pt and Pd.
age patterns obtained from rocks of stratiform
basaltic-magma systems, whether derived from
chromitite or sulfide-enriched materials, show
CoNcLusroNs
relative enrichment in Rh, Pt and Pd relative
to Ir, Ru and Os. All of the chondrite-norEstimates of average PGE concentrations in
malized patterns show positive slopes. Patterns
for nickel-copper deposits associated with ko- chromite-rich rocks of the harzburgite tectonratiitic rocks (Naldrett et al. L979, Naldrett nite portions of oceanic mantle may be in the
1981) also slope positively, but they have range of 8 ppb for Pd, 14 ppb for Pt, 6 ppb
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Frc. 7. Chondrite-normalized PGE patterns from the Samail ophiolite compared with those from the Stillwater complex, Merensky Reef of the
Bushveld complex, Sudbury and Norils'k.

for Rh, 48 ppb for Ir and 135 ppb for Ru.
The actual values are probably lower, because
samples sqnfsining less than detectable concentrations were not included in the average. Data
for tbe peridotite tectonite parts of ophiolites
from Pakistan, Tlrrkey, Iran, Oregon, California, Eagle quadrangle (Alaska) and Mt. Albert
(Quebec), used to sonstruct Figure 5, support
the argument for lower PGE concentrations in
the harzburgite portions of the oceanic mantle
than in the chromitites. Averages for alpinetylr complexes in the Urals (Naldrett & Cabri
1976, Table 5A) are l8 ppb Pd and 73 ppb
Pt, with low values for Os, Ir, Ru and Rh;
these data perhaps suggest a different mantle
composition than in Oman. More analytical
studies of PGE in mantle-ty1r rocks are needed
in order to characterize different tylns of
mantle. Ilowever, the lirnited data strggest that
most of the lectonic parts of ophiolites represent oceanic mantle that is depleted in PGE
with respect to chondrite, especially in Rh, Pt
and Pd.
Specific conclusions concerning the PGEs in
the shomitiG of the Samail ophiolite are: (l)
the middle parts of both Ibra and Rajmi-Rayy

sections contain the highest concentrations of
total PGEs and are sllghtly enriched relatively
in Ir and Ru. (2) All PGE concentrations in
Oman show opposite enrichment patterns to
those of stratiform intrusive complexes when
normalized to chondrite ratios. (3) PGE contents and ratios are not correlated with properties of the silicates and chromites; they
appear to have responded differently to processesthat affected the major part of the rocks.
These differenc€s suggest that the PGEs occur
in discrete sulfide or alloy phases. (4) In general, in the Samail ophiolite the Pd/FGE ratio
tends to increase upward. (5) The cumulus
history of the chromitite in dunite pods in the
Samail ophiolite may have differed from that
of stratiform intrusions in its effect on concentrations, ratios and distributions of platinumgroup elements.
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